TEIDE
TOUR
+ CABLE CAR
Duration: 8 hours

WITH TRANSPORTATION

Discover the impressive Teide National
Park.

You will be accompanied by an official guide
who will show you Teide National Park’s
most iconic places.

A magnificent tour through mountain
roads and unparalleled landscapes.

Ascent by Cable Car.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

WHAT’S NOT INCLUDED

· Transportation
· Official guide.
· Cable car return ticket.

· Permit for ascending to the Peak of Teide.
· Food and drinks.
· Access for people with physical disabilities.

TEIDE TOUR EXCURSION TO TEIDE
NATIONAL PARK

OBSERVATIONS

Throughout this excursion to Teide you will enjoy more than spectacular volcanic landscapes
Furthermore, on Teide Tour you will behold the volcanoes that caused
the most recent eruptions in Tenerife. You will also learn how the Canary Islands were formed.

ENJOY THE LANDSCAPE WITH TEIDE CABLE CAR

There’s no better way to finish off your delightful visit to the Teide
National Park than to behold the indescribable landscape of the largest national park in the Canary Islands from above, with the Teide
Cable Car.

The ascent is not recommended for people with heart problems or
pregnant women due to the risk that high altitude poses to their
health. Consult your doctor before planning your visit.

CONTINGENCY PLAN

In the event that the access roads to Teide are cut off due to weather
conditions, the activity will be postponed or cancelled, in which case
its cost will be modified accordingly.
In the event that the cable car cannot be used for safety reasons,
due to weather conditions or technical issues, this part of the activity
will be postponed or cancelled and more spots in Las Cañadas will be
visited, in which case its cost will be modified accordingly.

WITH TRANSPORTATION

ADULT

CHILD

TEIDE TOUR + CABLE CAR

€68.00

€34.00

ADULT
CHILD
COMMISSION NET RATE NET RATE

20%

€54.40

€27.20

GROUPS
MIN. PAX

CHILD’S
AGE

20

3 to 13

Available as a private activity for groups of at least 20 people or an equivalent fee

+ 34 922 010 444

grupos@volcanoteide.com

